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Abstract

This research investigates the changing “margins of accounting” (Miller, 1998) in the field of healthcare where, as in other fields, customer surveys have emerged as a means of accounting for customers and of holding professionals and organizations to account. Drawing upon methodological insights provided by genealogical studies of accounting and anthropological studies of “things,” this research addresses the activities and transformations that take place to move the survey from war to ward—from a means of learning about medical populations during and immediately after World War II to a means of accounting for the views of consumers and of holding providers accountable for their care. These movements are shown to entail the staging and stabilizing of “knowing patients” in both senses of the term: these are patients that are equipped and empowered as consumers with knowledge about quality and their care, and simultaneously stripped of their individualizing characteristics so as to be made knowable to organizations in terms that can be managed and improved. These findings speak to the limitations of accounting as it infiltrates fluid and personal spaces in order to represent people in modes other than financial and to reconstitute knowledge from below. Doing so is shown not just to limit the possibilities for customers to speak and to be heard, but to give rise to a particularly pernicious form of territorialization in which the subject and object of accounting knowledge become inextricably intertwined and indistinguishably blurred. This has implications for the promises and practices of accounting in a post-modern society and for the kinds of questions that researchers ask about its effects.
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1.0 Introduction

The ascendency of the customer as a highly malleable ideal through which to model and remake private and public sector organizations has been noted since the early 1980s. Since that time, the ideal of the customer has been sustained and embodied in programs of industrial efficiency (Peters, Waterman, & Jones, 1982), market orientation (DuGay & Salaman, 1992), public participation (Watkins & Arrington, 2007), quality improvement (Munro & Hatherly, 1993), “new economic citizenship” (Miller & O’Leary, 1994), and much else besides (Munro & Kernan, 1993).

As Vaivio (1999) and others have noted, “accounting has not escaped the customer’s growing influence” (p. 689). Indeed, he continues, “demands have been made for the production of a quantified knowledge” of the customer (Vaivio, 1999, p. 689). Much of this knowledge has been financial in nature; accounting has been extended through processes such as customer profitability analysis and customer lifetime value, which seek to quantify the customer and achieve customer-focused strategies (Bellis-Jones, 1989; Boyce, 2000; Foster, Gupta, & Sjoblom, 1996; Guilding & McManus, 2002; Helgesen, 2007). However, new economic citizenship has also required “accounting [to be] transformed” to represent the customer “in modes other than the financial” (Mouritsen, 1997, p. 6; Munro & Kernan, 1993). The rise of the customer has therefore entailed not just the extension of accounting but also a transformation at its margins—a “progressive leap beyond monetary measures” and the adaptation and adoption of new devices and techniques (Vaivio, 1999, p. 690).

This paper is about the addition of one such device, the customer or consumer survey, to the repertoire of accounting. This has been seen as essential to make organizations more responsive and accountable to the customer. In the private sector, customer satisfaction has been extended as an essential lead indicator of financial performance (Chen, Martin, & Merchant, 2014; Ittner & Larker, 1998; Reichheld, 2003). As such, customer survey measures have been incorporated into balanced scorecards, performance evaluations, and other management controls (Johnson, 1994; Meyer & Schwager, 2007; Rawson, Duncan, & Jones, 2013).1 In the public sector, similarly, the capacity to know and be responsive to the customer has been central to the projects reinventing government (Osborne, 1993), and New

---

1 Indicatively, Stone and Banks noted in 1997 that of The Times Global 500 companies, 78% regularly used surveys to measure customer-based performance.
Public Management (Fountain, 2001; Hood & Peters, 2004). Thus, the customer survey has been proposed as an important proxy for the customer’s voice and organizational performance, and it has been incorporated into external accountability systems (e.g., rankings, report cards, and regulations) and internal controls (e.g., performance evaluation and management accounting and control) (Fuller & Smith, 1991; Kelly, 2005; Kirkpatrick & Martinez-Lucio, 1995; Pfeiffer & Coote, 1991; Wisniewski, 2001).

Much has been written about the significance and effects of adopting customer surveys for the purposes of accounting and accountability within organizations and “specific organizational sites” (Vaivio, 1999, p. 709). Within these sites, customer surveys have been shown to create new calculative spaces and visibilities, leading to new and often dysfunctional organizational dependencies, interactions, and orders (Mouritsen, 1997; Munro, 1995; Ogden, 1997). The literature, however, has largely overlooked the movement of the “margins of accounting” (Miller, 1998, p. 605) upon which such organizational activities are premised and that extend far beyond the organization as such (Power, 1998, 2015). It has also overlooked the way in which the survey and accounting are made to accommodate each other—the emergence, in the first instance, of the survey as something capable of accounting for the customer and holding people and organizations accountable.

This research investigates a specific change to the margins of accounting: the intertwining of the Consumer Assessment of Health Providers and Services (CAHPS) survey and accounting and accountability in the field of healthcare in the US and other jurisdictions in recent years. Drawing from the methodological approaches used by genealogical studies of accounting (Miller and Napier, 1993) as well as anthropological studies of “things” (Appadurai, 1986), this research traces the emergence of this survey back to World War II. Between war and ward, this research identifies three historical stages in the lifecycle of the survey in which its form and functional activity varied, and in which, through its constitutive effects, the conditions for it to be intertwined with accounting and accountability emerged.

Through an investigation of these changing stages, this research highlights the consequences of the movement of the margins of accounting. On the one hand, it shows that the movement entails an ever more exacting staging of the patient as a subject of knowledge: a person

---

2 This is perhaps an outcome of the status of customer accounting as “largely neglected by management accounting scholars” (Cäker & Strömsten, 2010, p. 151).
equipped with a view and a voice and capable of participating as a discerning consumer in his or her care (Gerteis et al., 1993). On the other hand, this study shows that the movement entails the staging of the patient as an ever more organizationally useful object of knowledge: a person formatted to accommodate organizational activity and to speak only in what Marsh describes as “organizationally-useful terms” (as cited in Miller & O’Leary, 1987, p. 261).

The emergence of the patient survey as a means of accounting and accountability is shown to involve the merging and blurring of the distinction between the subject and the object of accounting knowledge. Designed to ask about “experiences” and express quality, the survey and systems of accounting and accountability give rise to knowing patients in both senses of the term. These are patients that are empowered as the source of knowledge and equipped to speak as consumers about what they know. They are also and simultaneously patients that are stripped of many of their individualizing characteristics so as to be made knowable to organizations in terms that can be managed and improved. As a result of this movement in the margins of accounting, not only are the possibilities for patients to speak and to be heard limited, but more significantly, the distinction between the patients’ possibilities and the organizations’ demands become inextricably blurred.

This merging and blurring of the distinction between the patient or customer as someone that knows and that someone that is made knowable through accounting as it seeks to infiltrate fluid and local spaces, contributes to our understanding of the possibilities of accounting in a post-modern “risk society” (Beck, 1992; 2006). It shows the optimistic scenario, in which accounting is extended so as to remake knowledge “from below” (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1990, p. 21; Beck, 2006; Jasanoff, 2003; see also Gray, 2002), to be “delayed or decayed” (Power, 1997) into the more pessimistic possibilities of an audit (Power, 1999) or evaluation (Dahler-Larsen, 2011) society. Empowering the patient through accounting is shown not entail a move beyond expertise, but rather its reification into soft and self-effacing forms. Accounting, as such, is shown to be involved in a new and particularly pernicious form of territorialization (Miller and Power, 2013); when attached to quality, accounting does not constitute objects in economic or financial terms (see, e.g., Covaleski, Dirsmith, & Michelman, 1993), but rather obfuscates the distinction between subject and object, between economic and non-economic, and between territorializing terms and the objects that are remade in their name.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section two introduces the empirical setting of the investigation. Section three describes the research method and approach. Section four empirically describes the processes by which the CAHPS survey came to redefine the margins of accounting and accountability in healthcare. Sections five and six reflect upon these processes, highlighting their relevance to accounting theory and practice.

2.0 Accounting for the customer in healthcare

The patient has always been a contested figure in healthcare. As historians note, the medical profession has continually battled itself, other professions, and even the patient to define and stabilize the nature of the patient’s properties (Porter, 1999; Starr, 1982). Accounting has been shown to play an important role in the definition of the patient and his or her significance since the early 1980s, when the US and other jurisdictions began to implement a variety of programs to limit costs and achieve efficiency in healthcare (Bourn & Ezzamel, 1986; Chua & Preston, 1994; Kurunmäki, 1999; Llewellyn, 1998; Preston, 1992; for a more general description, see Hacking, 1986, 1999).

Since this time, accounting in healthcare has been shown to be central to a certain kind of territorialization (Miller & Power, 2013), namely the economization (Miller & Power, 2013) and financialization (Gleadle, Haslam, & Yin, 2014) of patients and their care (Abernethy, 1996; Covaleski et al., 1993; Chua, 1995). The construction of business units and market mechanisms and the calculation of standard costs of medical interventions and Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) have been shown to constitute patients as objects of economic calculation and intervention (Kurunmäki & Miller, 2006; Lapsley, 2001; Llewellyn & Northcott, 2005; Nyland & Pettersen, 2004). In doing so, they blur the line between cost and caring (Llewellyn, 1998; Samuel, Dirsmith, & McElroy, 2005), remake patients as customers and consumers (Bolton, 2002; Mold, 2010), and redefine their bodies in financial terms (Preston, Chua, & Neu, 1997; see also Coombs, 1987; Llewellyn, 1998; Preston, Cooper, & Coombs, 1992; Samuel et al., 2005).

While research has highlighted the role of accounting in the creation of the customer and her care as economic objects, less attention has been paid to the reciprocal demands upon accounting that the economized healthcare system and its customers have brought about. The emphasis on efficiency and cost has given rise to questions regarding the “quality of care”
(LeGrand, 1999; Malmose, 2012) that is bought and sold and that previous reforms took “absolutely no account” of (Coombs, 1987, p. 402). Indeed, it is now argued that, along with cost, measures of quality are “a necessary condition if the health system is to be held properly to account” (Smith, 2009, p. 675; Foot, Ross, & Lyscum, 2011). These demands require new things of accounting; they call for accounting to attend to quality as the patients understand it, and to make it calculable, comparable and systematically reported (Smith, 2009). This entails the extension of accounting from its emphasis on cost into “fluid” local spaces (Vaivio, 2006) and the intimate and personal lives of patients of which a patient-centered notion of quality is a part (Armstrong et al., 2007).

Thus, to compliment DRGs and other measures of cost, a variety of new accountability structures and non-financial accounting measures and metrics have emerged in recent years (Conrad & Uslu, 2011; Smith, 2009). As Brennan (1998) explains,

> [o]ver the course of the last 25 years, the field of health service research has bloomed, as have new techniques for measuring the quality of health care. Before 1970, quality existed simply in the eyes of the beholder. Since then, however, various tools have been devised to measure health status, satisfaction, and a series of outcomes. (p. 709)

Such measures include quality report cards, quality-adjusted life year measures, quality and outcomes frameworks, and nationally standardized consumer surveys (see Van Peursem, Pratt, & Lawrence, 1995). These devices operate at the margins of accounting yet remain largely overlooked within accounting literature.

This research investigates the CAHPS survey in the US, which was the first of hundreds of similar surveys to emerge since the 1990s as an important mechanism to account for quality and hold providers accountable. Such surveys are seen to offer a view of quality from the consumer’s perspective with the “same degree of accuracy as the majority of measures used in clinical medicine” (Chassin, Galvin, & National Roundtable on Health Care Quality, 1998, p. 11). Efforts to empower the consumer and hold healthcare systems, organizations, and professionals accountable to consumers have therefore entailed the embrace and extension of the survey for the purposes of accounting and accountability (Marshall et al., 2000). In the US, for instance, the CAHPS program expanded from a voluntary national reporting system

---

3 A 2008 OECD literature review counts 188 surveys of this kind (see also Delnoij, Asbroek, & Arah, 2006).
for health plans in 1996 into a significant measure of quality for all kinds of providers. Simultaneously, the survey was integrated into extensive public reporting initiatives such as HospitalCompare.gov and WhyNotTheBest.org. These allow for direct comparison between providers based on answers to the survey questions and composite scores (as shown in Figure 1) and illuminate geographical variations in performance documented by the survey findings (as shown in Figure 2). As in other jurisdictions, the surveys were also linked to regulation and accreditation of healthcare providers, and in 2015, were directly tied to approximately 3% of the reimbursements that providers receive from Medicare and Medicaid.

[Figure 1: Comparative CAHPS data reported on HospitalCompare.gov]

[Figure 2: CAHPS data reported on WhyNotTheBest.org]

As with other external representations of performance, healthcare organizations and professionals have internalized these measures by integrating them into processes of management accounting and control (Power, 2007). As one report explains,

[t]he current requirements to publicly report scores on [CAHPS] ties the amount of reimbursement directly to levels of service performance. This reporting requirement has spurred a groundswell of activity around managing the perceptions of patients and ensuring a top service experience. (Beryl Institute, 2010, p. 1)

This activity is evident in a 2011 survey showing that 21% of hospitals rank “patient experience/satisfaction” as their number one priority for the next three years (falling between “quality/patient safety” and “cost reduction”) (Beryl Institute, 2011, p. 5). This prioritization has led to a variety of organizational changes, including the installation of internal patient survey systems to monitor performance on the survey questions of individual wards and professionals in real time, the linking of these scores to internal performance evaluation and reporting systems, and the creation of Chief Experience Officers (CXOs) to improve upon the scores (see, e.g., Wolf & Prince, 2014).

In summary, the CAHPS survey offers and is increasingly used as a means of performing accounting and achieving accountability in healthcare. Although the survey are contested by some organizations, they nonetheless provide representations of quality that can travel beyond the judgement of medical professionals and allow for systematic evaluation,
comparison, and intervention where none could exist previously (Brennan, 1998). Linked with public reporting and other initiatives, these representations contribute to the increasing barrage of public measures that calculate, rank, and rate performance in order to facilitate consumer representation and choice (Espeland & Sauder, 2007; Power, 1996). The survey also offers a new means of accountability as it is able “to reflect symbolically upon the practical interdependence of action” (Roberts, 1991, p. 335). Indeed, the survey is seen as a way to empower the consumer for the purposes of organizational and professional intervention and change, making it possible to implement the much-espoused “no decision about me without me” refrain (Delbanco et al., 2001).

3.0 Assembling the margins of accounting

The effects of these achievements, such as the creation of CXOs, are likely significant in their own right (see, e.g., Scott & Orlikowski, 2012). It is, however, the achievement itself—the movement of the “margins of accounting” (Miller, 1998)—that this research seeks to investigate and better understand. To do so, this research draws from and extends a long line of research that has sought to understand the consequences of accounting in terms of the assembly of the conditions of its emergence as much as its subsequent organizational effects (Burchell et al., 1985; Hopwood, 1990; Jeacle, 2003; Miller, 1991, 1998; Miller & Napier, 2006; Power, 2015). Such research has shown that accounting changes have “multiple conditions and sources of beginning” (Power, 2015, p. 43) and involve a wide set of “calculative practices” (Miller & Napier, 1993), including forms of ranking (Jeacle & Carter, 2011), rating (Scott & Orlikowski, 2012), and ordering (Pollock & D’Adderio, 2012), which come, often in gradations, to constitute accounting’s new beginnings.

In order to investigate the emergence of the multiple and dispersed conditions of accounting, this research takes inspiration from genealogical approaches to accounting history (Miller & O’Leary, 1987; Napier, 2001), as these approaches attend to the “outcomes of the past” rather than the “origins of the present” (Miller & Napier, 1993, p. 632). They investigate not the way in which current accounting practices are justified and sustained, but the assembly of the “conditions of possibility” for those accounting practices to first emerge (Miller, Hopper, & Laughlin, 1991, p. 394). In doing so, these studies highlight the importance of those changes that take place before and beyond an organization’s decision to adopt or adapt a customer survey, which are currently overlooked in accounting literature. They highlight the need to
address changes that take place at “multiple and dispersed sites” and involve a heterogeneous set of elements (Miller & Napier, 1993, p. 643) in order to prepare the world for accounting (Burchell et al., 1985)—those changes, in other words, that take place in accounting’s “shadows” (Power, 1996).

This genealogical approach is supplemented with the methodological ambitions of anthropological studies that investigate the “social life of things” (Appadurai, 1986; Miller, 2005). These studies attend to the ways in which devices, technologies, and other material things move between times and places and undergo transformations to their functional status, social significance, and physical characteristics along the way. They show that things have distinctive lifecycles or “biographies” (Kopytoff, 1986). Gifts, for instance, become commodities, found art objects, and then junk, only to emerge once again as heirlooms (Appadurai, 2006). Methodologically, the studies highlight, firstly, that “what is significant about the adoption of an alien technology is not the fact that it is adopted, but the way that it is culturally defined and put to use” (Kopytoff, 1986, p. 67). Secondly, the studies highlight that things create as well as respond to cultural demands. Things are not only adopted and put to use but also travel down “trails of symbolic attachments” (Engström & Blackler, 2005, p. 309), and during each stage in its life, a thing allows the next stage to emerge; for instance, a thing’s construction as a commodity feeds into the conditions for it to be remade as art.

These are important contributions to genealogical studies within accounting, which have almost exclusively addressed the assembly of conditions of a singular accounting “event” (Napier, 1993, p. 461), such as the emergence of value-added accounting in the UK (Burchell et al., 1985) or the development of costing techniques during and just after World War I (Loft, 1986). These studies imply that things act or “make operable” various ideas and ideals (Miller & Napier, 1993, p. 641), but that they do so only once and primarily as recipients of those ideas and ideals. In contrast, anthropological literature reminds us that things have rich social lives that help to assemble the conditions of the present as well as make them operable. Drawing upon these fields of study, therefore, this research investigates the assembly of the margins of accounting not as one event, but as one stage in the lifecycle of the survey as it moves from war to ward.

4.0 The movement of the customer survey from war to ward
Surveys come in many forms and are called upon to do a wide variety of things (Halsey, 2004; Marsh, 1982). This research is not interested in surveys in general, but in the specific thread in the development of surveys that ultimately led to the emergence of the CAHPS survey and the remaking of the margins of accounting. In order to address this particular historical thread, this research performs a bibliographic analysis of the 236 books and articles listed in the bibliography on the CAHPS development project’s website. This bibliography includes seminal books, grants and contracts, and other reports and journal articles, including special issues of journals that documented different aspects of the development of the survey during the three stages of the contract. It aims to provide public information about the scientific foundation for development of the survey and the many detailed choices that it entailed. As Latour (1987) highlights, bibliographies of this kind provide a detailed history or sedimentation of historical fact-making. They illuminate constellations of debates and objects that have been mobilized and remobilized to constitute scientific facts and settle debates through time (Latour & Woolgar, 2013).

With this in mind, the citations in the CAHPS bibliography were traced backwards through three periods, or generations, and a factor analysis for each generation’s citations was undertaken, leading to the identification of 7 to 8 clusters of citations in each. These clusters, labeled in Figure 3 according to their most central (or commonly cited) citations, helped to identify changes in the debates surrounding the survey throughout time. The papers in each cluster were read and analyzed to identify key authors, institutions, forms of expertise, preoccupations, ambitions, and other such themes. These themes were then broadly investigated. Where, for example, cognitive psychology was identified because the author was a cognitive psychologist or it was directly mentioned in the text, a general investigation of the development of cognitive psychology was performed.

[Figure 3: Bibliographic analysis of the CAHPS bibliography]

Explicating and analyzing this timeline allows us to identify three distinctive yet deeply interconnected stages in the lifecycle of the survey and the surrounding elements that produced the conditions necessary for the margins of accounting to change. These stages and the movements between them are recounted in the following sub-sections.
4.1 Morbidity and attitude surveys and the emergence of patients’ view, 1945–1980

Prior to 1945, the use of surveys to undertake widespread investigations of health and illness had a long and significant history (Marsh, 1982). However, many of the conditions required for the emergence of the CAHPS survey as a central tool for accounting and accountability can be traced back to activities taking place during and directly after World War II. This section shows how the survey activities performed during this time led to the construction of morbidity and attitude surveys as a means of knowing about patients and constituting the existence of their views about health, illness, and care. Capable of staging stable objects, the survey became capable of problematization and critique during this time, if not yet accounting and accountability (see Miller and O’Leary, 1994).

The screening, selection, and rehabilitation activities performed by psychiatric units in the military during World War II transformed the development and use of surveys in the post-war years (Box & Thomas, 1944; Pols & Oak, 2007). These activities involved a variety of technological developments, such as new sampling techniques (Thunhurst & Macfarlane, 1992), but more significantly, they highlighted new possibilities about what illness was and where it was located. Surveys of soldiers and populations performed during the war illuminated not only that many health issues went undiagnosed but also that there were situational and environmental factors outside the existing bio-medical model that were potentially central to health and care (Carlson & Klerman, 1990; Jones et al., 2006).

This led to a far-reaching paradigm shift in psychology and epidemiology in the post-war years (Carlson & Klerman, 1990). Previous psychiatric etiology had been concerned with the individual factors that predisposed people to mental ill-health, and clinical epidemiology was primarily concerned with the somatic “degeneration” of individuals. In contrast, the etiology of the post-war “golden era of social epidemiology” (Klerman, 1986, p. 162) focused increasingly on the “social institutions and historical forces” that might affect “the variations and prevalence of distress and disability” (Susser, 1985, p. 150).

This post-war paradigm shift went hand in hand with the extension of a variety of large-scale surveys to discover the “social and institutional” factors that were tentatively seen to affect health during the war (e.g., Duncan-Jones & Henderson, 1978; Henderson et al., 1979;
Hollingshead & Redlich, 1958; Mechanic & Volkart, 1960; Srole et al., 1962). As the extract from the Midtown Manhattan survey in Figure 4 illustrates, the morbidity surveys asked patients a bewildering array of questions, ranging from childhood fears to drinking patterns. However, coupled with diagnostic tools, they established a whole new methodology for knowing the patient. As Carlson and Klerman (1990) explain, 

> [t]he new methodology emanating from this paradigm was the development of structured interviews to obtain standardized information about the patient’s past history and current social functioning symptomatic status. In parallel, sets of operational criteria and diagnostic algorithms were codified and used in assigning an individual patient to one or another diagnostic category. (p. 30)

This new methodology established the survey as a device capable of constituting medical facts. The morbidity survey asked people about themselves and in doing so identified all sorts of socio-psychological characteristics, such as “dissatisfactions,” “lifestyles,” and “stresses” (Freidson, 1961). As Armstrong et al. (2007) note, “patients who reported themselves as being highly anxious could be described as having anxiety disorder and those reporting depression could be labeled as having (clinical) depression” (pp. 572–573).

[Figure 4: Extract from Midtown Manhattan study interview schedule (Srole et al., 1962, p. 389)]

The survey came to have a similarly constitutive role in medical sociology around the same time. During the war, sociologists based in the Department of Defense such as Merton, Lazarsfeld, and Likert had undertaken hundreds of “attitude surveys” (Lazarsfeld, 1949, p. 370) and conducted over half a million interviews with soldiers in order to access the social and subjective world upon which attitudes and morale were thought to depend. Immediately after the war, the authors used this data to produce a volume titled *The American Soldier* (Merton et al., 1946), which argued that surveys could allow for the systematic measurement of the social world. The volume was enthusiastically received and ushered in a movement similar to that seen in psychiatry and epidemiology (Converse, 2009). According to Lerner, it resulted in the creation of a “new social science” that would use the modern method of “rigorous testing of explicit hypotheses on largely quantified data accumulated by structured observation in empirical situations approximating […] the model of controlled experiments” (Platt, 1996, p. 60;). Moreover, the enterprising authors of the work established large and high-profile academic research centers with close ties to both the government and industry,
thus “giving hegemony to the new model survey, and to the departments where its leaders were now located” (Platt, 1996, p. 50).

This new social science gave rise to social indicator research, opinion polling, and consumer research (Osborne & Rose, 1999; Rose, 1996). It also resulted in the widespread use of surveys in medical sociology. Koos’ (1954) survey of “what people think and why they behave as they do in regards to health” (p. 38) marked the beginning of the proliferation of such surveys (Armstrong, 1984; e.g., Freidson, 1960, 1961; Hannay, 1979; Zola, 1966). Using a combination of structured and open-ended questions, these studies asked about and constituted a whole host of new patient characteristics, such as “perceptions,” “hopes,” and “fears” (see Armstrong, 2002).

The patient survey emerged as a device capable of producing facts about the patient that could rival or even replace the historically established medical ones. Indicatively, the divergence between “objective” medical facts and “subjective” survey responses was seen as a “major area of difficulty” (Wadsworth, Butterfield, & Roger, 1971, p. 93) for the survey project up to the mid-1970s (Leblow, 1974). By the early 1980s, however, the assumption that patients’ opinions had to be validated by medical facts was itself seen to be unfounded. In fact, the survey’s ability to produce information that did not correspond with the “objective reality” of medicine was argued to not be a limitation, but its “unique strength” (Ware et al., 1983, p. 247). The survey, therefore, emerged as a way to stage the patient as a new and increasingly stable object.

As a stable object, the patient began to be capable of problematization and critique. Indeed, while the traditional biomedical model upon which Western medicine had been based understood disease and the patient to be wholly contained within the physical tissue (Porter, 1999), the survey insisted that the patient extended well beyond the physical (Kennedy, 1971; McLachlan, Godber, & Nuffield Provincial Hospital Trust, 1976; Menninger, 1975). Drawing upon survey findings, therefore, researchers said that the patient was comprised of all kinds of non-somatic elements. For instance, the patient was said to look for a great deal more than mere survival, or relief of pain … He wants, in general, to function usefully in his family, in his job, and in his community; he wants to be free from anxiety; and, he wants to have a relationship with his physician which satisfies his particular needs. (Sidel, 1966, p. 764)
These differences culminated in the articulation of the “paradox of health”: the proposition that *more* intervention could actually cause patients to feel *less* well (McKown, 1979).

Thus, during the 1980s, the survey and its object began to become intertwined with the articulation not just of what *is*, but what *ought to be* (Miller & O’Leary, 1984, 1994; Miller & Power, 2015). It was but a small step from the articulation of the paradox of health to the proposition that “counting the dead is not enough” (Cartwright, 1981), and to the argument that “the successful application of medical knowledge depends on what patients think and feel about doctors, nurses, and hospitals” (Cartwright, 1964, p. 3). The patient that the survey revealed was therefore shown to be capable of demanding that things might be changed, managed, and improved.

### 4.2 Customer satisfaction and the quality of care, 1980–1990

From the 1980s onward, in this gap between biomedical knowledge and that emanating from survey activities, the satisfaction survey emerged at the center of discourse and debate. This section shows how the development and extension of the satisfaction survey as a measure of quality transformed the patient from the object of survey knowledge to its ostensive subject. In doing so, it became intertwined with accountability; the satisfaction survey emerged as both the voice of the patient and a measure of quality and thus as a means of holding providers accountable for their care.

The satisfaction survey became the major focus of attention during the 1980s for a variety of overlapping reasons that resulted from the post-war survey activities. From a traditional biomedical perspective, satisfaction had been shown to be “a potentially important factor in health care in that it may influence whether or not a patient seeks medical help, whether the patient complies with a therapeutic regimen and whether the patient maintains a continuing relationship with a physician” (Larsen & Rootman, 1976, p. 29; see Cartwright, 1983, pp. 87–92). This highlighted satisfaction’s medical importance, even for those still skeptical of the patients’ view. As a result, clinicians wrote in 1981:

> Patient satisfaction has long been of interest to health professionals, although the emphasis has changed somewhat. For example, 10 years ago the issue centred around whether to consider patient perceptions; today the discussion centres on
how much weight to give the patients’ perceptions and how to measure those perceptions. (Stamps & Finkelstein, p. 1108)

The expression of satisfaction was also increasingly seen as a consumer right. One outcome of the post-war survey activities and the stabilization of the patient’s view was the emergence of a “consumer movement in healthcare” in the 1980s (Miller & Rose, 2008, p. 76; Porter, 1999; see Schwarzkopf, 2009 on related fields). The movement sought to counter and replace medical professionals’ authority and hegemony through the activation of the patient a consumer of care (Cartwright, 1983; Henderson & Peterson, 2002). Satisfaction surveys were seen to play an important role in achieving these goals. As Cartwright (1983) summarized,

[t]he most fundamental contribution made by surveys in the health field is that most of them are concerned with the needs, experiences, and attitudes of patients in a service which might otherwise be dominated by professional paternalism. In a very real sense, surveys are part of a democratic process: they are essentially sample referendums. (p. 198)

Indeed, authors likened surveying patient satisfaction to “casting a vote in the elections,” enabling “patients to vent their feelings and [giving them] the sense that they participate in their care” (Vuori, 1991, p. 185; see also Berliner and Salmon, 1980).

These two movements interacted, moreover, with aspirations to measure and assure the quality of care, which emerged in the mid-1980s alongside a variety of efforts by the government and others to determine, compare, and constrain healthcare costs (see, e.g., Chua, 1995; Samuel et al., 2005). Efforts to constrain costs resulted in questions about the quality of the products and services that were bought and sold (Malmmose, 2013). Quality had hitherto been defined as something that only the attending physician could judge, but close inspection revealed large unexplained variations in professional definitions and standards of care (Porter, 1999; Scott et al., 2000; Timmermans & Berg, 2003). Therefore, it was increasingly argued that a new and “usable definition of quality” was required (Lohr, 1985, p. 2). This referred to a definition that could extend beyond professional judgment and could be standardized, calculated, compared, and therefore bought and sold.

Avedis Donabedian’s structure-process-outcome model of quality provided such a definition. Against the claim that only the physician could judge quality, Donabedian (1988) stated that “the concept of quality can be rather precisely defined, and […] it is amenable to
measurement accurate enough to be used as a basis for the effort to monitor or ‘assure’ it” (p. xxxii). He outlined a model in which professional judgment would be replaced with the systematic measurement of relations between structures, processes, and outcomes of care and in which customer satisfaction occupied a central position. Donabedian (1992) insisted not only that satisfaction was an outcome as significant as morbidity and mortality but also that it was something that only the customer could reliably judge.

Donabedian’s model emerged as “one of the very few points of consensus” in debates about quality from the 1990s onward (Leguido-Quigley, 2008, p. 10). With this point of consensus came the codification of the view that customer satisfaction was a “necessary outcome of any transaction irrespective of the efficacy of that transaction” (Linder-Pelz, 1982, p. 577; see also Cleary & McNeil, 1988; Davies & Ware, 1988; Guzman et al., 1988). This status of customer satisfaction was reified through government efforts to measure and assure the quality of care. Intensive government intervention began when Congress asked the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) in 1988 to “assess whether valid information could be developed and disseminated to the public to assist their choices of physicians and hospitals,” and it continued in 1990 when Congress charged the Institute of Medicine (IOM) with the task to “design a strategy for quality review and assurance in Medicare” (Lohr, 1990, p. R13). In addition, the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) was launched in 1990 in order to establish a national consensus on the definition, measurement, and assurance of quality. These efforts made explicit that patient satisfaction was a central measure of healthcare outcomes and that, as such, systematic surveying of patient satisfaction would be a “central part” of efforts to achieve quality assurance (McMillan, 1987, p. 54).

Through these activities, the satisfaction survey emerged as capable of more than problematization and critique. As envisioned by the IOM and NCQA, the survey was a tool for management and organizational change due to its ability to act as the voice of the patient and measure the quality of care. It was a means to “transform healthcare from a sellers’ market to a consumers’ market where satisfaction is in part of the definition of quality” (Vuori, 1991, p. 183; see also IOM, 1999). The satisfaction survey thus became entangled with accountability: it was thought to be capable of helping patients express demands and ensuring that they were taken into account by healthcare providers.
The pursuit of accountability through the survey entailed a subtle shift in its object. Post-war morbidity and attitude surveys had sought to determine the characteristics of the “average patient” (Lebow, 1974, p. 335). The satisfaction survey, by contrast, was concerned with information about the individual providers. Indicative of this shift, satisfaction measures came to be interpreted differently. Global measures of satisfaction, such as that from a 1983 survey shown in Figure 5, were once derided for illuminating the inconsistencies of the patients’ view (see Higgins, 1965), but now they were seen to provide important information about variations in the delivery of care (Cleary & McNeil, 1988). As such, the patient’s relation to the survey changed; the patient was staged as the object of the survey and also increasingly as its subject, as the survey became a means to know about patients as much as know about providers of care.

[Figure 5: Global satisfaction measure (Ware et al., 1983, p. 250)]

The development of a satisfaction survey capable of accountability, however, presented new challenges. It had been shown that a “satisfaction rating is both a measure of care and a measure of the patient who provides the rating” (Ware et al., 1983, p. 248) and that “satisfaction may be more affected by patient factors than by organizational characteristics” (Pascoe, 1983, p. 200). This meant that, as Ware (1977) had noted years earlier, that

[w]ithout a better understanding of what causes patients to be more or less satisfied with the care they receive […] it is not clear whether the medical care system should be held accountable for all the variability in satisfaction scores. (pp. 24–25; see similar arguments in Cleary & McNeil, 1988)

In order to empower the patient as a customer capable of speaking about quality, therefore, it became important to separate the satisfaction attributable to the customer (socio-demographic characteristics, mood, form of payment, expectations, psychological state, and much else) from the satisfaction attributable to the provider of care (what the provider did or did not do and how they did it). In other words, as the survey became enrolled in ever more exacting activities to count, calculate, and hold providers accountable, much of the patient whose perspective it purported to represent and that was illuminated in the post-war years had to be removed.

**4.3 From satisfaction to experiences with care, 1990–2010**
If the satisfaction survey highlighted the problem of separating the patient from the provider, the consumer experience survey, which emerged between 1990 and 2010, provided a solution. This section shows that as the aims for quality measurement and assurance gave way to those for improvement and intervention, the experience survey emerged as a means of accounting for quality and establishing accountability between the healthcare consumer and the provider of care. This movement is shown to involve not just the staging of the patient as both the subject and object of the survey but also, more significantly, the blurring of the relation and difference between the two.

By the early 1990s, debates about quality had moved from questions of whether it could be measured and assured to propositions about how improvements could be achieved (Berwick, Godfrey, & Rossner, 1990; Shortell, Bennett, & Byck, 1998). Central among these propositions was the argument first advanced by Donald Berwick (1989) for “continuous quality improvement as an ideal in healthcare” (p. 53). His call for the adoption and adaptation of “modern industrial quality science” into healthcare (Laffel & Blumenthal, 1993, p. 285) quickly gained widespread support from accreditation agencies, purchasers, and leaders in the medical profession, particularly following a series of high profile reports of quality and safety failures (Blumenthal & Kilo, 1998; Chassin et al., 1998; IOM, 1999b; Shortell et al., 1998). This led to the emergence of a “quality improvement movement in healthcare” (Øvretveit, 2000, p. 74): an international movement to import industrial improvement principles to healthcare in order to continuously improve the quality of care.

Based in industrial science, the quality improvement movement proposed new ambitions for the patient. It envisioned the patient not just as someone with a vote or a voice but also as a consumer that products and services could be made for and adapted to (see Milstein et al., 2000). The “science of quality measurement” (Romano & Mutter, 2004, p. 131) was therefore said to require information about the consumer that was actionable, and about specific processes that providers could seek to improve (Marshall et al., 2000). As Meterko, Nelson, and Rubin (1990) explained,

[d]uring the last decade organization-wide quality improvement efforts in both service and manufacturing sectors in the United States have embraced customer evaluations of goods and services to monitor quality. American organizations are finally adopting the quality improvement theories of Deming and Juran responsible for post-war Japanese industrial success. A key component of these
Theories is that suppliers of a good or service must receive feedback from customers in order to identify deficiencies and guide the design of improvements [emphasis added]. (p. S3)

The need for actionable feedback problematized existing satisfaction surveys, particularly those relying on global measures. Because they provided little information about precisely what providers could do to improve, they were said to “limit the value of many patient surveys, and inhibit their use in total quality improvement efforts” (Nelson & Niederberger, 1990, p. 409).

A growing number of experiments using public reporting as a means to achieve quality improvements, beginning with the public reporting of standardized hospital mortality data by the Health Care Financing Administration from 1986 to 1993, also problematized the satisfaction survey (Cleary, 1998, Marshall et al., 2000). A growing “science of quality improvement” (Ørvetveit & Gustafson, 2002, p. 270) showed such surveys to be unable to clearly differentiate between providers of care (satisfaction ratings tended to vary only by a few points) or provide information to consumers that they found relevant for decision-making (Romano & Mutter, 2004; Vuori, 1991).

Therefore, new surveys were needed that could clearly differentiate between providers and give them the feedback necessary to improve. These aspirations led a number of authors closely aligned with the cognitive psychologist John Ware and medical sociologist Paul Cleary to advance the “promising but rarely employed strategy” (Cleary & McNeil, 1988, p. 26) of determining a number of “distinct quality-related attributes that can be measured and interpreted separately” (OTA, 1988, p. 246). They showed what such a process entailed in a trial undertaken in 1983. It involved a literature review to determine the specific objects and behaviors that mattered to patients. These were then grouped into distinct topics (such as access, finance, resources, and continuity of care, as shown in Figure 6) and cognitively tested in interviews to ensure they were understood separately by patient-consumers. Finally, these topics were developed into the specific kind of questions about experiences with care illustrated in Figure 7.

4 These included the Cleveland Health Quality Program, California Cooperative Health Care Reporting Initiative, healthgrades.com, and dartmothatlases.com.
These questions were not altogether different from those asked before (indeed, as Item 1 in Figure 7 shows, the surveys still included one global measure of satisfaction), yet they were distinctive in that they substituted the problematic space of “satisfaction” with the space of “experiences,” which were seemingly more personal, actionable, and amenable to management. Indeed, the questions sought to ask about discrete and identifiable people and things, such as doctors and expenses (Item 33) or places and their level of convenience (Item 12).

[Figure 6: Dimensions of satisfaction (Ware et al., 1983, p. 256)]

[Figure 7: Satisfaction items (Ware et al., 1983, p. 252)]

Unlike “satisfaction,” “experiences” provided the conditions for separating the consumer from the provider and allowing the survey to be extended for the purposes of accounting and accountability as never before. By retaining Likert-type response scales ranging from “completely agree” to “completely disagree,” the questions required patient-consumers to formulate views and express perceptions. As such, they were seen to be capable of expressing their voices and intimate wishes as consumers. Since they were based on experiences, these were views and voices about things within the healthcare organization that could be attended to, managed, and improved. As formulated, for instance by Pine and Gilmore (1998), an experience was said to occur when the consumer was placed in a particular organizational setting that could be managed, engineered and improved. As the groupings in Figure 6 illustrate, experiences involve events with parts that can be isolated and related to specific professionals (“family doctors,” “specialists”, etc.) and to actions they were seen to undertake (“explain,” “consider,” etc.). As such, they united and blurred the relation between patient and provider, giving the patient a view and voice about specific things that organizations could understand, manage, and improve.

5 The identification of distinctive and largely verifiable experiences also provided better conditions for the development of case-mix adjustment techniques because, for many items, experiments could be designed to separate differences in response patterns that reflected systematic biases rather than actual differences in the quality of care (Rosenheck, Wilson, & Meterko, 1997; Zaslavsky et al., 2001).
Ware and Cleary’s strategy provided the template for large-scale survey activities performed in the US and elsewhere between 1990 and 2000 (Gold & Woodridge, 1995). Large-scale patient experience surveys were developed by Ware and colleagues (Meterko et al., 1990; Cleary et al., 1991). They were argued to demonstrate the ability of the survey to “detect significant differences among […] respondents receiving care at different places or times or under known different conditions” (Meterko et al., 1990, p. S9), and as such to be “extremely useful for quality improvement and assessment efforts” that had displaced the measurement and assurance efforts at the center of public attention (Cleary et al., 1991, p. 261). High-profile projects, such as the Commonwealth-Picker hospital survey, which was the forerunner to the CAHPS survey (Gereteis et al., 1993), the Primary Care Assessment Survey in Massachusetts (Safran et al., 1998, p. 728), and others (Rogers & Smith, 1999) explicitly replicated this survey approach.

These survey activities in turn contributed to concerns about quality. Following a two-year national round table initiated by the Institute of Medicine in 1998, it was stated that there were “serious and extensive” problems with quality as the patient perceived it and that “a major effort to rethink and reengineer how we deliver health care services and how we assess and try to improve the quality of care” was required (Chassin et al., 1998, p. 11). The resulting efforts entailed the extension of the survey for the express purpose of accounting and accountability as never before. From the late 1990s, large-scale and often government-led activities were undertaken to systematically collect, formally standardize, and publicly report the quality of healthcare providers and professions using the experience survey alongside biomedical measures (Timmermans & Berg, 2010). The survey was first extended nationally for the purpose of accounting in 1995 when the National Care Quality Association (NCQA) assessed the performance of health plans based on their Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS), which included an “experience with care” domain based on experience survey returns (Safran et al., 1998). The HEDIS measures, although “very controversial” (Epstein, 1995), were audited by a third party and upheld as key measures of health plan performance. The findings were made available through the online reporting tool called Quality Compass, and the NCQA worked closely with the US News and World Report
to rank health plans based on the data (Schneider & Leiberman, 2001). The survey thereby began to calculate and represent performance; alongside other measures, it allowed rankings, ratings, and formal comparisons to patient choices where once judgments prevailed.

By 1998, there were so many overlapping and sometimes contradicting measurement systems, report cards, rankings, and ratings that the Performance Measurement Coordination Council and the National Quality Forum were launched to standardize measures (Skolnick, 1998). These initiatives highlighted the need for national and even international standardization of quality measurement and surveys of customers (Safran et al., 1998). The Healthcare Research and Quality Act of 1999 tasked the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) with achieving these goals. As part of this scope of work, it launched the CAHPS I project to “develop and test questionnaires that collect information on consumers’ experiences and assess health plans and services,” led by those survey developers such as Paul Cleary and Susan Edgman-Levitan who had previously developed the Commonwealth-Picker survey.

The result of this first round of work was the CAHPS survey instrument (extracts of which are shown in Figure 8) to publicly measure health plan performance. Designed specifically to support the aims of quality improvement and reporting for the consumer (McGee et al., 1999), it contained 18 items asking “‘how often’ or whether patients experienced a critical aspect of hospital care, rather than whether they were ‘satisfied’ with the care” (HCAHPS 2012, p. 2). Created in this way, and endorsed by the National Quality Forum, the survey provided “a leading mechanism for generating scientifically sound measures of consumer perspectives on health care access and quality” (Lake et al., 2005, p. xi; see also Crofton, Lubalin and Darby, 1999; Scanlon et al., 2002). As such, it was deemed essential for all kinds of accounting and accountability activities, “including marketing and planning, government regulation and private accreditation, enhanced purchaser decision-making, increased accountability of providers, and provider quality improvement activities” (Lake et al., 2005, p. xi). One review concurred, stating the following:

CAHPS surveys are used by health care decision makers to help them make informed choices of health care providers. For example, the CAHPS Health Plan

---

6 Parallel efforts were pursued by local, regional, and national providers and payers, resulting in a proliferation of different experience surveys and accounting systems (Marshall et al., 2000).
Survey is used by a wide variety of organizations, including the National Committee for Quality Assurance, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, state Medicaid programs, Department of Defense, purchasing coalitions, and health plans for a wide variety of purposes, including informing consumers, accrediting health plans, assuring accountability, monitoring performance, and identifying quality improvement targets [emphasis added]. (Darby, Hays, & Kletke, 2005, p. 1973).

[Figure 8: Extracts from the CAHPS health plan survey instrument (from www.cahps.arhq.gov)]

The benefits of CAHPS remained largely a potential as most consumers, it was highlighted, remained unaware of their role (Lake et al., 2005). Yet, the “allure of the market based on ‘consumer choice’” offered by the survey proved nearly irresistible (Schneider & Leiberman, 2001, p. 96), and it was extended nationally and internationally as a primary means of accounting for quality. In the USA, survey was expanded to cover all kinds of healthcare organizations and was linked to accreditation processes, public reporting initiatives, and ultimately to reimbursement rates throughout the 2000s. Promoted at a series of international conferences led by the IHI and Picker, the CAHPS survey also became the template for national survey programs in hundreds of jurisdictions throughout the world (see OECD, 2008 for an overview).

Such surveys were said not just to represent the social-psychological patient of the post-war years but also to empower the patient with a voice, view, and the ability to choose, demand, and intervene. They provided representations of the patients’ “individuality,” “the fullness of the context in which illness occurs,” and “their emotional needs”—a rich view of the patient as a person that the biomedical model and a financialized healthcare system were said to have left behind (Gereteis et al., 1993, p. 20). They were also said to be powerful tools of organizational change; for organizational comparisons and interventions, they were “fair,” “relevant,” and could overcome any “unintended effects” (Price et al., 2014, p. 253).

5.0 Knowing consumers
This paper has described the process by which the customer survey in healthcare came, through a long process of accumulation conditions, to be intertwined with accounting and accountability in recent years. This process is recounted in three inseparable but distinctive stages in the still-unfolding lifecycle of the survey illustrated schematically in Figure 9 based on the similar but changing elements that constituted the survey: from the top clockwise, the central aspiration upon which they were based, the dominant form of expertise upon which they were designed, the name and form that they took, and the notion of the patient that they framed.

[Figure 9: Three stages in the lifecycle of the customer survey]

In the first stage of the lifecycle of the survey, which took place between 1945 and 1980, *morbidity and attitude surveys* emerged as a method capable of expressing a view or voice of the patient that could rival and even replace the historically prevailing biomedical one. During this period, survey activity staged the social-psychological patient as an object of medicine. It showed patients to have perceptions, hopes, wishes, and fears that were stable and solid, and that might even be as real as the historically prevailing biomedical bodies that doctors had been trained to provoke and attend to. Through its capacity to construct patients as stable objects, the survey became intertwined with problematization and critique (Miller, 1998); it accumulated managerial and accounting aspirations as it documented a deep and incommensurable divide between the social-psychological patient’s world and definition of quality and that provided by traditional medical expertise.

In the second stage of the lifecycle of the survey, which took place between 1980 and 1990, the *customer satisfaction survey* was developed and extended as a means of giving those social-psychological patients a view and a voice not precisely about themselves, but about healthcare quality and providers of care. This made the survey capable not just of knowing about patients but also of making patients capable of knowing; it provided a view of quality through the patients’ eyes. Thus, it was designed, at least in principle, as a mechanism for ensuring accountability: through the survey, it was said that the performance and quality of providers could become dependent upon what their patients thought, felt, and perceived.

In the third stage, which took place between 1990 and 2010, the goals regarding quality measurement and assurance gave way to those of improvement and intervention and the
nationally standardized experience survey emerged. Organized around “experiences,” which are objective and verifiable yet expressions of the patient’s inner world, the survey became capable of separating the consumer from the provider and of supporting the patient as both accounting’s subject and object. In doing so, it came to provide the seemingly unadulterated expression of the patient and at the same time measures of performance and objectives of managerial action. It provided a number that could be used for comparisons, rankings and ratings, calculations, and far-reaching programs for accounting and accountability (see, e.g., Figures 1 and 2).

It was thus through a long process of accumulation rather than a single event during which the conditions necessary for accounting change emerged (c.f. Burchell et al., 1985; Loft, 1986; Napier, 2006). Over time, and through its constitutive effects, the survey accumulated different accounting capabilities, such as the ability to problematize, seek to manage, seek to improve, know, account, compare, calculate, and hold accountable. In contrast to a long line of genealogical studies suggesting that devices operate only once and typically serve as the recipient of ideas, this research illuminates the centrality of devices in the ongoing extension of accounting’s margins. Such devices are shown not just to give expression to the will to accounting and accountability but instead to provoke and provide some of their diffuse sites and sources of beginning (Power, 2015). Therefore, each stage in the lifecycle of a thing as it accumulates the ability to count, calculate, account, and hold accountable identifies what is necessary for a new and particular kind of accounting to emerge. This research shows accounting’s embrace of the customer survey, in particular, to involve two parallel and increasingly intertwined movements.

On the one hand, this research shows the development and extension of the survey for purposes of accounting and accountability to entail the ever more precise articulation of the patient as a knowing subject. Through each stage in the development of the survey and as its relationship with accounting became ever closer, the patient was empowered with ever more resources and capabilities. The patient was first equipped to speak up about herself in terms that could problematize and compete with the historically dominant biomedical terms. Reframed as a discerning customer, she was next empowered to speak not just about herself but about providers of care and enabled to demand that her voice was taken into account. Finally, she was given the view and voice of a consumer who was capable not only of voting
and of choosing but also of penetrating organizational life and distinguishing and defining the terms upon which competition could be based and choices could be made.

On the other hand, this research shows the development and extension of the survey for purposes of accounting and accountability to involve the ever more precise staging of the patient as an object of knowledge. Through each stage in the lifecycle of the survey and as its relationship to accounting became ever more intertwined, the patient was formatted and framed in order to be probed, provoked, and even mined, first as the object of social-psychological knowledge, next as the object of management and intervention to determine quality of the providers of care, and finally as a way to know about the organizational tasks through which quality improvement could be achieved. To empower the patient, in other words, she had to be increasingly remade in what Miller and O’Leary (1987), paraphrasing Marsh, describe as “organizationally useful terms” (p. 261).

It has long been known that accounting is involved in processes of economic and financial territorialization and the creation of a particular kind of consumer (Graham, 2010; Jeacle, 2003; Miller & O’Leary, 1987; Miller & Power, 2013). Within healthcare, the development of new accounting devices, such as standard costs and budgets, have been shown to embrace and remake the patient as a financialized object: someone, for instance, with “resource consuming organs” (Samuel et al., 2005, p. 272) capable of acting and being acted upon rationally in terms of efficiency, cost reduction, and eliminating waste (Covaleski et al., 1993). This research builds upon and extends this literature by highlighting the distinctive kind of consumer that accounting helps to assemble when economy-related goals are complemented by those related to quality. In the case studied here, accounting was not extended expressly for economy-related purposes, although it was justified on the basis that effective markets required a “usable definition of quality” (Lohr, 1985, p. 2). Rather, it was extended so as to complement and make up for the financial, to add more dimensions to financialized customers, and to add more qualities to the economy of care.

The extension of accounting beyond the financial and to embrace quality entailed the simultaneous empowerment and subjugation of the patient: the staging of knowing consumers in both meanings of the term. She is a person that, through accounting, is equipped as all-knowing and capable of demanding things of organizations and processinals—she can require “doctors”, “specialists”, and others to “explain” and “consider” (see Figure 8). At the
same time, she is stripped of many of her characteristics and dimensions in order to be known in terms that organizations can address and improve upon—she no longer has “expectations”, “troubles”, or worries (see, e.g., Figure, 4). Through the notion of “experiences,” in other words, the goals and possibilities of expression and participation are inextricably intermingled with those of intervention, management, and, especially, quality improvement.

These experiences may or may not correspond directly with the reality of the patient’s experiences, views, and perceptions, or, for that matter, with organizational processes and activities. The significant point that this research highlights, however, is that as accounting and the survey converge, and as the accounting is extended, it becomes increasingly difficult to know what is being achieved. It is possible to say that through these movements a compromise was reached between the twin goals to empower the patients and improve the quality of care, but it is more precise to say that through accounting the objectives to know patients and improve quality became inextricably blurred. Indeed, in order to express quality, as opposed to economy, accounting required not a view on the patient but the view of the patient, as if without perspective or remainder. The extension of accounting for the purposes of quality, therefore, entailed the emergence of a particularly pernicious form of territorialization: not a financialized subject, but the blurring of the distinction between the subject and the object of accounting knowledge, the calculating center and the calculated periphery, and the knowing and the known.

6.0 Conclusions

This outcome of efforts to account for the customer suggests that there are certain limitations for accounting in the reflexive stage of modernity outlined by Beck (1992) and others (Derber, Schwartz, & Magass, 1990, p. 210). A variety of authors, such as Jasanoff (2003) and Beck (1992, 2006), as well as many advocates of social and environmental accounting (e.g., Gray, 2002), have optimistically suggested that, confronted with the inherent limitations of modernity and traditional forms of expertise, accounting might be adapted and extended so as to enable new forms of participation and deliberation and create new forms of knowledge “from below” (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1990, p. 21). In this particular case, these goals were partially realized. Indeed, the addition of the survey to the repertoire of accounting was advanced explicitly as a means of “de-professionalization” (Marshall, 1999, p. 691) and countering medical paternalism (Levy & Howard, 1982). It was a process, as the developers
of the Commonwealth-Picker and later CAHPS surveys explain, of empowering patients to speak by removing the professional view:

Our conscious effort throughout this project […] has been to set aside those professional frames of reference in order to cast a clearer light on the patient’s perspective. Our aim is to find out what patients want, need and experience in healthcare, not what professionals (however well-motivated) believe they need or get. We invite the reader, at least for the time being, to do the same. (Gerteis et al., 1993, p. xviii)

As an indication of patient empowerment through accounting, the survey methodologists suggest that the patient is able to speak, without their involvement at all: “we stake no exclusive claim to the territory explored in these pages, nor do we pretend to be pioneers” (Gerteis et al., 1993, p. xxi).

This research, however, shows these optimistic scenarios of participation and empowerment to be “delayed or decayed” (Power, 1997) into the more pessimistic practicalities of an “audit” or “evaluation” society (Dahler-Larsen, 2011; Power, 1999) in which efforts to increase participation and counter medical paternalism do not lead to the remaking of knowledge from below, but to the reification of new “soft” forms of expertise in the patient or customer’s name. This research shows that the emergence of the expertise of “measurement scientists” and “quality improvement specialists” in response to a critique of professional medicine and economics experts brings back “managerial ideals about rationality, procedures, oversight and predictability […] with a new force” (Dahler-Larsen, 2011, p. 174). Contrary to the claim that the construction of the contemporary survey involved setting professional frames aside, this research showed that it involved constituting a kind of subject-less expertise. Tying together accounting and the survey, soft and self-effacing forms of expertise allowed the patient to be simultaneously empowered and organizationally contained.

This research has drawn attention to the long shadows of accounting, as they extend beyond the organization and specific organizational sites. However, it also draws attention to, and has implications for, the practice of accounting for customers within those organizations and organizations sites. Existing research suggests that the organizational practice of customer accounting is difficult and often dysfunctional because it requires accounting to deal with
something that is fluid and local (Boyce, 2000; Mouritsen, 1997; Ogden, 1997). Vaivio (1999) even argues that customer accounting represents the limits of what accounting is capable of achieving:

Extending ever deeper into the organization’s operational dimension, the new non-financial measures will probably meet the limits of what can be expected from the increasing quantification of organizational life and prevailing management practices. Systematic quantification, even when focused on non-financial measures, tends to aggregate and standardize within the spaces where it is being injected. Quantification pays little attention to the complexity of detail. But the resistance that surfaced […] suggests that in the domain of operational management detail maintains critical significance. (p. 710)

In summary, existing research suggests that customer accounting fails when confronted with the richness and complexity of the intimate spaces represented by quality and the non-financial.

This research suggests, in contrast, that accounting might not fail in the face of such intimacy, but stand in for it. Some organizational sites may indeed be dominated by debates and conflicts about the details and imperfections of representations of quality and the customer (see, e.g., Mouritsen, 1997). This research highlights, however, that there are nonetheless large-scale programs to construct and stabilize these representations as objects of management in and of themselves. These programs, which seek to manage and improve fluid and human spaces such as quality that are seen to be timeless and essential, do not accurately represent their objects for, as with the economy, there are no underlying and invariable objects to which they might or might not correspond. Rather, they establish the metrological equipment necessary to make their objects real. This means that they can and perhaps increasingly do succeed, not through representational faithfulness, but by becoming organizationally useful and, to managers, “the one number you need to grow” (Reichheld, 2003, p. 46).

As accounting is extended into those more intimate spaces, therefore, this research calls for studies that do not assume that such spaces already exist and can be revealed through means other than accounting. It calls for studies instead that take seriously the propositions of management gurus and quality improvement specialists that measurement really is unproblematic (aside from questions of statistical significance) and that management really is
simple (aside from questions about which particular number to grow). When such research is undertaken, as it has been here, new kinds of questions about management and accounting practice emerge, such as the following: What do managers do when they really can focus on just one number? What is lost when a clear, precise, and statistically significant number is gained? How do customers communicate to professionals and organizations once everything that is organizationally useful about them is already known through accounting?
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### Figure 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Patients who reported that their nurses &quot;Always&quot; communicated well</th>
<th>Patients who reported that their doctors &quot;Always&quot; communicated well</th>
<th>Patients who reported that they &quot;Always&quot; received help as soon as they wanted</th>
<th>Patients who reported that their pain was &quot;Always&quot; well controlled</th>
<th>Patients who reported that staff &quot;Always&quot; explained about medicines before giving it to them</th>
<th>Patients who reported that their room and bathroom were &quot;Always&quot; clean</th>
<th>Patients who reported that the area around their room was &quot;Always&quot; quiet at night</th>
<th>Patients who reported that they were given information about what to do during their recovery at home</th>
<th>Patients who gave their hospital a rating of 9 or 10 on a scale from 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest)</th>
<th>Patients who reported YES, they would definitely recommend the hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SADDLEBACK MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER (CA)</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSION HOSPITAL REGIONAL MED CENTER (CA)</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE COAST MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER (CA)</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 2:

![Map of the United States showing percentage of respondents who reported their doctors always communicated well](map_url)
Figure 3:

Figure 4:
R25-3. Childhood health poor
R25-8. Birth defects
R26-5. Childhood trouble—sleep
R26-9. Childhood trouble—stammer or stutter
R27-1. Childhood trouble—upset stomach fairly often
Childhood Fears of
R28 Thunder 2. Little 3. Much
R29 Being left alone 8. Little 9. Much
R29 High Places 2. Little 3. Much
R30 Animals 8. Little 9. Much
R30 Being laughed at 2. Little 3. Much
R31 Being bawled out 2. Little 3. Much
R45-2. Is worrying type
B11-1. Dated opposite sex more often than others did 2. About same 3. Less often
B14-7. Liked school very much 8. All right 9. Disliked 0. Hated
C5-1. One should do everything perfectly
C5-5. One drink is one too many
C5-9. Never show feelings to others
G6-1. Never change mind
G9-5. Always be on guard with people
G7-1. Often, old ways are best ways
G7-5. Prefer to go out by myself
G7-9. Feel somewhat apart even among friends

Figure 5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Not Sure</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I’m very satisfied with the medical care I receive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension/Item Grouping</td>
<td>Item Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to care (nonfinancial)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Emergency care</td>
<td>19, 37, 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Convenience of services</td>
<td>12, 43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Access</td>
<td>18, 31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial aspects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cost of care</td>
<td>14, 24, 49, 63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Payment mechanisms</td>
<td>4, 20, 35, 56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Insurance coverage</td>
<td>9, 21, 38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Family doctors</td>
<td>53, 87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Specialists</td>
<td>7, 32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Hospitals</td>
<td>42, 61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity of care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Family</td>
<td>8, 65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Self</td>
<td>5, 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Quality/competence</td>
<td>3, 6, 17, 25, 30, 34, 50, 51, 60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Prudence-Risks</td>
<td>47, 54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Doctor's facilities</td>
<td>10, 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal manner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Explanations</td>
<td>28, 52, 66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Consideration</td>
<td>22, 26, 29, 39, 55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Prudence-Expenses</td>
<td>33, 58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. General satisfaction</td>
<td>1, 16, 45, 58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Source: Adapted from Figure 21 in Ware, Snyder, and Wright (1979a), p. 198.

Figure 7:
Figure 8:

**Your Health Care in the Last 6 Months**

4. In the last 6 months, when you **needed care right away**, how often did you get care as soon as you thought you needed?

1. Never
2. Sometimes
3. Usually
4. Always
6. In the last 6 months, not counting the times you needed care right away, how often did you get an appointment for your health care at a doctor's office or clinic as soon as you thought you needed?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always

Your Personal Doctor

11. In the last 6 months, how often did your personal doctor explain things in a way that was easy to understand?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always

12. In the last 6 months, how often did your personal doctor listen carefully to you?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always

13. In the last 6 months, how often did your personal doctor show respect for what you had to say?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always

14. In the last 6 months, how often did your personal doctor spend enough time with you?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always

Your Health Plan

23. In the last 6 months, how often did your health plan’s customer service give you the information or help you needed?

1️⃣ Never
2️⃣ Sometimes
3️⃣ Usually
4️⃣ Always
24. In the last 6 months, how often did your health plan’s customer service staff treat you with courtesy and respect?

1. Never
2. Sometimes
3. Usually
4. Always

Figure 9: